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This research draws from three distinct lines of research on the link between emotions

and intergroup bias as springboard to integrative, new hypotheses. Past research

suggests that emotions extrinsic to the outgroup (or “incidental”), and intrinsic to the

outgroup (or “integral”), produce valence-congruent effects on intergroup bias when

relevant or “applicable” to the outgroup (e.g., incidental/integral anger and ethnic

outgroups). These emotions produce valence incongruent effects when irrelevant or

“non-applicable” to the outgroup (e.g., incidental/integral sadness and happiness, and

ethnic outgroups). Internally valid and ecologically sound tests of these contrasting

effects are missing; hence we examined them experimentally in meaningful settings

of interethnic contact. To this end, we hybridized established research paradigms in

mood and intergroup contact research; this approach enabled us to use same materials

and induction methods to instigate incidental and integral emotions in a single research

design. In Experiment 1, White Australian students (N = 93) in in vivo real face-to-face

contact with an ethnic tutor in their classroom displayed less interethnic bias when

incidentally sad (vs. happy) or integrally happy (vs. sad). In Experiment 2, White American

males’ (N = 492) anti-Arab bias displayed divergent effects under incidental vs. integral

(non-applicable) sadness/happiness and similar effects under incidental vs. integral

(applicable) anger. The role of perceptions of agency in the emotion-inducing situation

is also explored, tested, and explained drawing from mainstream emotion theory.

As expected, integral and incidental applicable emotions caused valence congruent

effects, at the opposite sides of the subjective agency spectrum, by encouraging the

generalization of dislike from the outgroup contact partner to the outgroup as a whole. On

the other hand, incidental-non-applicable emotions caused valence-incongruent effects

on bias, under high agency conditions, by encouraging (non-partner-centered) heuristic

processing. Because of the improved methodology, these effects can be regarded

as genuine and not the byproduct of methodological artifacts. This theory-driven and

empirically sound analysis of the interplay between emotion source, emotion applicability
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and subjective agency in intergroup contact can increase the precision of emotion-based

bias reduction strategies by deepening understanding of the emotion conditions that lead

to intergroup bias attenuation vs. exacerbation.

Keywords: intergroup contact, perceived agency, emotion source, emotion applicability, intergroup bias,

incidental emotion, integral emotion, prejudice

INTRODUCTION

Intergroup contact theory’s expansive literature on the reduction
of outgroup prejudice via intergroup interactions (e.g., Allport,
1954; Pettigrew and Tropp, 2013) includes extensive analyses
of intergroup anxiety (Paolini et al., 2016), some data on
intergroup empathy (Pettigrew and Tropp, 2008 for a synthesis),
and preliminary investigations of discrete emotions (e.g., Seger
et al., 2016; Visintin et al., 2017). However, this literature
lacks sophistication in its classification of emotions (Hayward
et al., 2017). After decades of research, contact theory is
unable to predict or explain with precision when and how
people rely on their emotions during interactions with outgroup
members to infer how they feel about the stigmatized outgroup.
This literature hence needs a robust theory-driven framework
explicating the conditions under which, and the mechanisms
whereby, emotions influence intergroup bias during contact
(Kauff et al., 2017; Fuochi et al., 2020).

Our research sought to (1) clarify which emotions during
intergroup contact lead to bias attenuation vs. exacerbation, (2)
understand the moderators and mediators of these effects, and
thus (3) support the design of more effective bias reduction
intervention strategies. At the foundation of this work is an
understanding of emotion source and emotion applicability;
therefore we start by presenting these concepts. Later we
introduce subjective agency as another important factor.

Emotion Source, Emotion Applicability, and
Intergroup Bias
Where feelings and emotions come from during intergroup
contact matters. Feelings stemming from outgroup partners’
characteristics and behavior are more strongly associated with
outgroup prejudice than feelings stemming from other aspects of
the contact situation (e.g., contextual features, like the physical
properties of the surroundings; Graf et al., 2014). Hence, the
source of emotions during intergroup contact moderates the
emotion-prejudice link.

Bodenhausen (1993) distinguishes between sources of
emotions that are integral and incidental to the outgroup in
intergroup experiences. An emotion is integral to the outgroup
when it stems from and thus is intrinsic to the outgroup partner
(and thus the outgroup). A White Australian’s anger from
interacting with an obnoxious ethnic Australian is an integral
emotion. In contrast, emotions are incidental to the outgroup
when they stem from factors unrelated and extrinsic to the
outgroup partner or the outgroup (e.g., the sadness of a White
Australian interacting with an ethnic Australian, when the mood
emanates from the weather, background music, or the behaviors
of another White individual at the scene).

This dichotomy between integral and incidental emotions
has distinguished separate research traditions, but has remained
underutilized in the contact literature. We will demonstrate
that emotion source (Experiment 1), combined with emotions’
applicability to the outgroup (Experiment 2) have distinct
effects (bias attenuation/exacerbation) on intergroup bias during
contact. This will allow us to propose significant conceptual and
empirical advancements in intergroup contact theory. We start
by discussing prior research on emotion source and applicability.

Integral Emotions Produce Valence-Congruent

Effects in Contact Research
Intergroup contact research has routinely assessed the biasing
consequences of diffuse integral feelings. Positive feelings from
pleasant intergroup interactions predict positive intergroup
judgments; negative feelings from suboptimal interactions
predict negative judgments (e.g., more intergroup bias and
stereotyping: Kunda et al., 2002; Pettigrew and Tropp, 2008).
These valence-congruent effects extend to pointed, discrete
integral emotions during contact: Admiration and sympathy for
an outgroup partner predict less outgroup bias, whereas anger,
disgust, and anxiety about the outgroup partner predict more bias
(Seger et al., 2016; Hayward et al., 2017; Kauff et al., 2017). We
return to the distinction between diffuse vs. pointed emotions
when introducing the idea of variations of subjective agency
around emotion experiences in intergroup contact.

These valence-congruent effects of emotions integral
to outgroup partners are explained invoking the heuristic
(partner-centered) process of member-to-group generalization
(Brown and Hewstone, 2005): Emotions during contact
become judgments of individual outgroup contact partners
(e.g., warmth/liking/bias of individual ethnic Australians),
and generalize to judgments of the outgroup as a whole (e.g.,
warmth/liking/bias against ethnic Australians in general; Smith,
1993; see also Paolini et al., 2006). A direct and complete test of
this mediational process is missing (Paolini et al., 2006, 2016;
Kauff et al., 2017); it will be a focus of Experiment 2.

Incidental Emotions Produce Valence-Incongruent

Effects in Early Mood Research
Early mood researchers documented counterintuitive valence-
incongruent consequences on intergroup judgments of positive
emotions incidental to the outgroup (i.e., stemming from sources
other than the outgroup). In this literature, intergroup bias was
often higher, not lower, under incidental happiness vs. sadness
(Isen and Daubman, 1984; Esses and Zanna, 1995).

These effects are explained by variations in (non-partner-
centered) heuristic vs. systematic processing: Positive incidental
emotions signal safety and thus encourage heuristic and cursory
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processing of stimuli (i.e., more bias; Bodenhausen et al., 1994a),
driven by the sense that the environment is non-threatening.
Negative incidental emotions signal potential problems for
the organism, and thus enhance attention and vigilance for
threat cues, thus instigating systematic processing that leads
to less category-based judgments (Huntsinger et al., 2010)
and consequently reduced bias (Brown and Hewstone, 2005;
however cf. Amodio and Devine, 2006). Our research will
check these accounts by measuring these non-partner-centered
putative processes.

Incidental Emotions’ Effects Are Moderated by the

Applicability of Emotions to the Outgroup
This seemingly neat separation between valence-congruent (vs.
incongruent) effects of integral (vs. incidental) emotions has
been challenged by research on emotion applicability. DeSteno
et al. (2004), Dasgupta et al. (2009) show that negative incidental
emotions “behave” like negative integral emotions and increase
intergroup bias in valence-congruent (vs. counterintuitive) ways
when these emotions are perceived to be applicable, relevant to
the outgroup, or stereotypically associated with the outgroup.
For instance, Dasgupta et al. (2009) incidentally induced
participants’ anger or disgust (negative emotions stereotypically
linkedwith and chronically instigated by Arabs and homosexuals,
respectively: Shaheen, 2003; Hodson and Costello, 2007).
Incidental anger increased bias against Arabs (relative to a neutral
incidental emotion control condition), but incidental disgust
did not. Likewise, incidental disgust exacerbated bias against
homosexuals, but incidental anger did not.

Hence, for aWhite Australian, anger stemming from irritating
music in the background of an interaction with an ethnic
Australian would exacerbate interethnic bias, similarly to anger
stemming from interacting with an obnoxious ethnic Australian.
This would occur because—irrespective of its source—anger is
experienced as being applicable to non-White, ethnic Australians
(Augoustinos et al., 1994; Stephenson, 2009), as it is to
competitive interethnic relations in many Western societies
(Cottrell and Neuberg, 2005). When anger (vs. sadness) is
experienced by Whites during interethnic interactions, DeSteno
and Dasgupta believe that this emotion should facilitate the
retrieval of outgroup-stereotype information and behaviors
from memory. This schematic knowledge drives the intergroup
judgment, resulting in increased bias. Consistent with this
view, intolerant intergroup ideologies mediate the link between
individuals’ chronic disgust sensitivity and homophobia (e.g.,
Hodson and Costello, 2007). Evidence that outgroup schemas
mediate episodic effects of applicable incidental emotions is
however unavailable [Dasgupta et al., 2009, p. 589; however
see indirect evidence by Fuochi et al. (2020)]; we will test this
mediation path.

The evidence that negative incidental-applicable emotions
“behave like” negative emotions that are integral to the outgroup
is noteworthy, as it blurs the traditional view that incidental and
integral emotions are fundamentally different and have different
downstream consequences. Our research will demonstrate that
emotion applicability significantly influences the emotion-
prejudice link in intergroup contact by moderating the effects of

emotion source in ways that are consistent but more nuanced
than Dasgupta and DeSteno’s original effects as detected away
from realistic contact settings.

Integrating and Contrasting Distinct
Emotions’ Effects
Our understanding of emotions in intergroup contact is currently
limited because the three lines of research we sketched above
have focused on either incidental or integral emotion sources; as
a result, they have used largely incommensurable methodologies
(different emotion induction methods, designs, and controls).
These methodological discontinuities, and the lack of single-
design studies encompassing incidental and integral emotions,
prevent comparison of emotion effects across lines of research
and the identification of (shared vs. unique) mechanisms
responsible for the emotion-prejudice link (Mackie et al., 1996;
Wilder and Simon, 1996; Bodenhausen et al., 2001).

Figure 1 brings together the three lines of research
discussed so far, contextualizing their findings with reference to
competitive interethnic relations. In the left panel, the contrast
between the first two bars displays the counterintuitive effects
of positive and negative non-applicable incidental emotions
(from early emotion research), while the contrast between the
second and third bars shows the emotion applicability effect
for negative incidental emotions (per DeSteno-Dasgupta). The
right panel shows the valence-congruent effects of positive and
negative integral emotions reported in the contact literature:
positive emotions in contact reduce bias and negative emotions
in contact increase bias. Our synthesis of otherwise disjoint
traditions helps us re-formulate earlier findings in terms of two
broader and untested predictions about the biasing effects of
emotions in interethnic contact settings.

Predictions for the Emotion-Prejudice Link as a

Function of Source and Applicability

(1) Opposite Effects of Incidental-Non-Applicable vs.

Integral-Non-Applicable Emotions
Emotions that are incidental and integral to the outgroup
will have divergent effects on interethnic bias when non-
applicable to the outgroup: Incidental-non-applicable emotions
will have valence-incongruent effects, whereas integral-non-
applicable emotions will have valence-congruent effects. In
interethnic settings, for instance incidental happiness will cause
more bias than incidental sadness, but integral happiness will
cause less bias than integral sadness.

(2) Similar Effects of Incidental-Applicable and

Integral-Applicable Emotions
Negative emotions that are incidental and integral to the
outgroup will have convergent effects on interethnic bias
when applicable to the outgroup: Both incidental-applicable
and integral-applicable emotions will have valence-congruent
effects. Hence, incidental and integral anger should both lead to
more bias.

Confidence in the existence of these effects is hindered by
the aforementioned methodological discontinuities across lines
of enquiry (Mackie et al., 1996; Wilder and Simon, 1996;
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FIGURE 1 | Pattern of predicted effects of emotions on interethnic bias as a

function of emotion source (incidental = extrinsic to the outgroup partner;

integral = intrinsic to the outgroup partner), and emotion applicability

(applicable = relevant to the outgroup; non-applicable = irrelevant to the

outgroup), as extrapolated from three independent lines of past emotion

research. The inferred pattern suggests the existence of two broad emotion

effects on bias: (1) opposite effects for incidental/integral-non-applicable

emotions (cf. incidental/integral happy bars vs. baseline and incidental/integral

sad bars vs. baseline; Prediction 1); (2) similar effects for

incidental/integral-applicable emotions (cf. incidental/integral angry bars vs.

integral happy/baseline; Prediction 2).

Bodenhausen et al., 2001). For example, Figure 1 extrapolates
bias levels for baseline control (see continuous horizontal line).
Past studies varied in whether they included control conditions
(e.g., contact research often did not) and in the type of control
they used (e.g., no emotion induction, emotion neutrality). As
a result, some of this research does not differentiate simple bias
levels from bias attenuation/exacerbation (relative to baseline).
Such methodological discontinuities inject uncertainty into our
integrative predictions.

To our knowledge, there are only two attempts at explicitly
contrasting incidental and integral emotions’ effects on
intergroup judgments. In separate studies, Wilder and Shapiro
(1989a,b) induced incidental anxiety (i.e., anxiety about a dentist
procedure) and integral anxiety (i.e., anxiety around intergroup
competition). Consistent with Prediction 2, they found that
negative incidental-applicable and negative integral-applicable
emotions had similar, valence-congruent biasing effects on
intergroup judgments: anxiety increased bias irrespective of
source type. Echebarria and Fernandez (2004) used a mixture of
emotion induction methods to incidentally and integrally induce
anger, sadness, and neutrality in a single study of competitive
intergroup relations between student groups. Contrary to
DeSteno et al. (2004) and Dasgupta et al. (2009), they found no

reliable difference in bias between negative incidental-applicable
and non-applicable emotions and a complex and inconsistent
pattern for integral emotions. Because of methodological
discontinuities, only tentative comparisons can be made between
these studies and our predictions (Mackie et al., 1996; Wilder
and Simon, 1996).

This Research’s Aims and Methods
Our primary aim was to provide the first unconfounded
tests of the novel, overarching Predictions 1 and 2 for the
emotion-prejudice link in interethnic contact settings. We
carried out these tests looking at interethnic relationships
in Australia and the US. In Experiment 1 we focused on
Prediction 1, as key to demonstrate that emotion source can
produce marked dissociations in bias and thus needs considering
in intergroup settings. We induced happiness and sadness
(positive and negative emotions non-applicable to competitive
ethnic outgroups: Fiske, 2002), while systematically varying
emotion source (incidental vs. integral). In Experiment 2,
we manipulated both emotion applicability and source to
test both Predictions 1 and 2. Again, we induced happiness
and sadness and manipulated emotion source (incidental
vs. integral). We added anger, a negative emotion relevant
(applicable) to the focal ethnic outgroup (Augoustinos et al.,
1994; Stephenson, 2009). By hybridizing past methods within
a single design, and using the same materials to systematically
vary emotion source (Experiments 1 and 2) and emotion
applicability (Experiment 2), we were able to rule out
methodological confounds and thus improve on earlier findings’
internal validity.

In addition, we endeavored to move tests of emotions
incidental to the outgroup to more realistic settings of
interethnic contact. We focused on interethnic relationships in
intergroup contact settings because of their social relevance
and psychological significance in Australia and the US
(Shaheen, 2003; Soutphommasane, 2012). This approach
enhanced ecological validity, and provided ideal conditions to
explore novel mechanisms (moderators/mediators) specific
to emotions occurring in multifaceted realistic settings
(vs. the laboratory).

Finally, this research offered a fresh and serendipitous
opportunity to bring emotion appraisal theory straight within
the realm of intergroup contact research. In Experiment 1,
encouraged by an anonymous reviewer, we provide an analysis
of the emotion source effects on bias in terms of subjective
agency of the emotion source and contact partner. In Experiment
2 we introduce prospectively moderation tests for subjective
agency around the emotion source and the contact partners.
This factor is novel to the contact literature, but well-established
in mainstream emotion and attribution research. We see it as
adding an important and generative new layer of analysis of
contact dynamics.

Ultimately, we draw from nuanced considerations of emotion
source, emotion applicability, and subjective agency to explore
whether individuals use emotions in contact to infer how they
feel toward outgroups.
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EXPERIMENT 1

In Australia, a modern, relatively peaceful democratic society,
negative responses to non-Whites and immigrants, and broader
anti-multiculturalism sentiments are common in segments of the
community, political establishment, and the media (Aslan, 2009;
Soutphommasane, 2012). In this climate, we experimentally
examined bias toward non-White, ethnic people in our first
test of Prediction 1: opposite effects on ethnic bias of positive
and negative incidental/integral emotions non-applicable to
the outgroup.

White Australian students in face-to-face, in vivo contact with
an unfamiliar Pakistani classroom tutor were induced to feel
either happy or sad (emotion factor) due to a source that was
incidental or integral to the outgroup partner (source factor),
prior to completing a measure of interethnic bias and several
potential mediators1. This tests Prediction 1 on the effects of
non-applicable emotions because happiness, positive feelings and
emotions, while normative across most settings (Diener and
Diener, 1996) and common in interethnic interactions (Graf
et al., 2014), are not experienced as stereotypically belonging to
ethnic outgroups (Fiske, 2002; Mackie et al., 2009), including
Pakistanis in Australia (Augoustinos et al., 1994). Similarly,
sadness is not stereotypically linked to interethnic relationships
in Australia (Aly and Green, 2010).

Drawing on past research (Figure 1), we expected a
significant, disordinal emotion by source interaction, featuring
opposite effects of incidental/integral-non-applicable emotions.
Interethnic bias was expected to be higher in the incidental/non-
applicable-happy (vs. sad) condition (a valence-incongruent
effect), but to be higher in the integral/non-applicable-sad (vs.
happy) condition (a valence-congruent effect). By returning a
marked dissociation in bias as a function of emotion source
for emotions that are non-applicable to the outgroup, this
experiment would reinforce a view that an appreciation of
emotion source is important in intergroup contact settings.

METHOD

Participants and Design
All students enrolled in a second-year psychology course at a
large regional Australian university participated in the research
as part of the course’s tutorial activities. Ninety-three students (29
male and 64 female; mean age of 22.76 years, SD = 6.57) entered
the analyses2. They all had an Anglo background and were

1In Experiment 1, we tested the mediating role of several potential drivers of

valence congruent/incongruent effects of emotions on interethnic bias, including

affect infusion/memory priming, stereotype activation and (non-partner-centered)

systematic/heuristic processing. Details of these variables’ operationalizations are

in the Supplementary Material section. These indicators did not explain our

findings on interethnic bias. We carried out new tests with modified indicators

in Experiment 2.
2Twenty-three participants were excluded for their response to the cultural

background question (n = 19 reported a non-Anglo background, n = 4 failed

to respond to this question) and 15 were excluded for their responses to a post-

experimental feedback questionnaire, which indicated pointed suspicions about

links between the emotion induction phase and the impression formation phase

(i.e., “the study perhaps tests the effects of the videoclip on the impressions of

native English speakers. A 2 (emotion source: incidental/integral)
× 2 (emotion: happy/sad) quasi-experimental between-subjects
factorial design was used: We randomly allocated participants to
levels of the emotion source factor, and laboratory classes to levels
of the emotion factor (there were 22–24 participants and three
classes per condition).

Procedure, Materials, and Measures
Participants took part in two allegedly unrelated studies during
their regular tutorial class for which a young, female (visibly non-
Anglo) Pakistani acted as tutor, as part of a course on psychology
research methods.

Manipulations and Emotion Checks
The emotion factor was manipulated by randomly assigning
classes to one of two 10-min (ethnicity-unrelated) video clips, as
part of a pilot study ostensibly aimed at preparing experimental
materials for future research on the evocative power of visual
stimuli (Isen and Daubman, 1984). Happy participants viewed
an excerpt of a popular comedy show and sad participants
viewed an excerpt of a documentary on illness. We manipulated
emotion source just prior to showing the emotion-inducing
video by varying a message to individual participants about
the video assignment process (see Rydell et al., 2008; Mackie
et al., 2009, Study 1 for examples of framing of emotion source
manipulations). On the cover page of the research booklet,
participants learnt that there were two videos available for the
research and their video clip had been assigned to their class
either “on a random basis (a ticket was drawn out of a hat)”
(incidental condition) or specifically to them “by your tutor at
the very beginning of this class” (integral condition). Immediately
after watching the video clip, participants completed Tamir and
Robinson’s (2004) mood scale, including ratings of self-reported
happiness and sadness (1 = not at all, 7 = extremely); these
ratings were a manipulation check for the emotionmanipulation.

Contact Partner’s Interview and Emotion Source

Checks
Next, as part of a second (ostensibly unrelated) study (Forgas,
1989) on first impressions, participants learnt about their
(otherwise unfamiliar) ethnic tutor through a 10-min face-to-
face interview in front of the class. A student volunteered
to play the role of the interviewer; the tutor was trained
to behave neutrally and consistently across conditions while
responding to a predefined set of questions. The interview
was scripted and based on earlier intergroup contact research
(Paolini et al., 2010, Study 1); it included information about
the tutor’s Pakistani family background, as well as ethnicity-
unrelated interests and experiences that a student focus group
had identified as representative of students at that university.
Next, participants were asked to “take a break” from the second
study, completing a “follow-up questionnaire” for the first
study. This research booklet measured potential mediators (see
Supplementary Material), and included a check for the source

Sharna?”). The exclusion of these 15 participants did not change our key results.

All participants consented to their data inclusion after full debriefing.
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manipulation which asked participants to recognize the method
used to allocate the video (random vs. choice made by their
tutor). All but four participants attended to this critical piece of
information3.

Interethnic Bias
Next, participants completed a measure of interethnic bias
embedded among several filler items for non-focal categories
(e.g., teachers, women) to limit suspicions about interests in
ethnicity. Participants indicated their group-level attitudes or
warmth toward ethnic minorities in general (locally labeled as
“non-Anglo people”) using a single-item feeling thermometer
widely used and validated in intergroup contact research (0
= extremely unfavorable/cold, 100 = extremely favorable/warm;
Haddock et al., 1993). We reverse-scored this measure so that
high values indicated more ethnic prejudice or outgroup bias.
An end-of-session feedback questionnaire allowed participants
to express their thoughts and suspicions about the study; full
written and oral debriefing also followed. This and the next
experiment’s protocol were approved by the institution’s human
subjects ethics board.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Emotion Checks
We checked our emotionmanipulation with a 2 (emotion source:
incidental/integral) × 2 (emotion: happy/sad) between-subjects
ANOVA on self-reported happiness and sadness. As expected,
on both measures we detected main effects of emotion, both ps
< 0.001. Participants who were induced to feel happy reported
significantly more happiness (M = 5.07, SD = 0.99) and less
sadness (M = 1.47, SD = 1.12) than participants induced to feel
sad (happiness: M = 3.46, SD = 1.29; sadness: M = 3.29, SD =

1.70). The ANOVAs detected no effect of emotion source either
on its own, or in combination with the emotion factor on the two
self-reported emotion indices (all ps > 0.24), demonstrating that
emotion source had no bearing on these self-reported emotions
(Rydell et al., 2008).

Emotion Effects on Interethnic Bias
Based on Prediction 1, we expected the ethnic bias index
to display opposite effects of incidental- non-applicable and
integral-non-applicable emotions in the shape of a disordinal
emotion by emotion source interaction. Using G∗Power 3.1 (Faul
et al., 2007), we determined that Experiment 1 had power of
0.80 to detect effect sizes of η

2
= 0.08, which is slightly larger

than typical effects in the field of psychology (Cafri et al., 2010).

3Three participants who were told that the videoclip had been assigned to them on

a random basis mistakenly recollected their tutor making the assignment and one

participant who read that the videoclip had been assigned to them by their tutor

mistakenly recollected it being assigned on a random basis. They might have just

failed to read carefully enough the target manipulation framing text. Because the

subjective attribution of the source of emotion is paramount to the effectiveness

and validity of our emotion source manipulation and in light of the limited power

constrained by the objective course size for the first study, we re-classified these

four participants based on their response to the manipulation check (integral vs.

incidental, respectively). Our key results remained unchanged with or without

these participants.

FIGURE 2 | Divergent pattern of effects obtained for positive and negative

incidental-non-applicable and integral-non-applicable emotions on interethnic

bias consistent with Prediction 1 (Experiment 1; N = 93 White Australian

students in face-to-face contact with ethnic tutor in their classroom). Graph

includes error bars as SEs.

Hence, this study is slightly underpowered and thus should be
replicated in new settings, perhaps with a different outgroup.
Nonetheless, our 2 (emotion source: incidental/integral) × 2
(emotion: happy/sad) between-subjects ANOVA on the ethnic
bias index yielded a significant interaction effect, F(1, 89) = 8.36,
p= 0.005, η2

= 0.09 (see Figure 2; all other Fs< 1). As predicted,
ethnic prejudice was significantly higher among incidental/non-
applicable-happy (M = 44.55, SD = 12.14) than incidental/non-
applicable-sad participants (M = 35.83, SD = 14.72), F(1, 44) =
4.72, p = 0.035, η

2
= 0.10, in line with a valence-incongruent

effect. Ethnic bias was also marginally lower among integral/non-
applicable-happy (M = 36.09, SD = 16.16) than integral/non-
applicable-sad participants (M = 43.78, SD = 10.95), F(1, 45) =
3.68, p = 0.061, η

2
= 0.08, in line with a valence-congruent

effect4. When decomposing the interaction the other way, a
difference in bias between incidental and integral participants
was detected in both the non-applicable-happiness conditions,
F(1, 43) = 3.89, p = 0.055, η

2
= 0.08, and the non-applicable-

sadness conditions, F(1, 46) = 4.51, p= 0.039, η2
= 0.09.

Experiment 1 provides the first neat, direct, and
unconfounded evidence of the opposite effects of incidental-
non-applicable and integral-non-applicable emotions, consistent
with Prediction 1. As expected (Figure 1), incidental-non-
applicable emotions led to valence-incongruent effects, whereas
integral-non-applicable emotions led to valence-congruent
effects. Using a single design and emotion induction method,

4A Bayesian 2 (emotion) x 2 (source) ANOVA performed in JASP (0.12.2) found

substantial evidence for the interaction effect across matched models (BFIncl =

8.53), using default prior settings (r scale fixed effects = 50). The interaction held

significant (and unchanged in direction), F(1, 85) =8.18, p= 0.005, η2
= 0.09, when

accounting for between-class sessions variance through an expanded ANOVA that

had class session treated as a random factor, nested within emotion; lab session

was non-significant, p = 0.429. We did not use pooled error for our simple effects

analyses because homogeneity of variance was significantly violated in these tests;

Levene’s F(3, 89) = 3.85, p < 0.05.
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FIGURE 3 | Expectations derived from contemporary emotion appraisal theory and emotion research that variations in the perceived agency of emotion source and

contact partners together will impact the interpretation of emotions during contact, affect the processes underpinning judgment construction and thus shape the

mediators of the emotion-bias link.

this study unequivocally demonstrates that the distinct patterns
of effects we predicted from past mood and contact research
(cf. Figure 1’s happy-sad incidental vs. integral emotions)
reflect genuine, distinguishable emotion effects and not simply
methodological discontinuities between research traditions.
We found no mediational evidence in this experiment to
explain the opposing pattern (see Supplementary Material).
Explaining our focal effects was therefore one goal
of Experiment 2.

Exploring the Role of Agency
Our method for manipulating emotion source in Experiment 1’s
naturalistic contact setting was innovative, but not problem-free:
As an anonymous reviewer of this study noted, besides varying
appraisals of emotions as internal vs. external to the ethnic
contact partner as intended, our experimental manipulation of
emotion source also potentially varied the perceived agency of the
ethnic contact partner. In one condition (incidental: ticket out of
a hat) she had no control and thus was low agency. In the other
(integral: ethnic partner’s decision), she explicitly directed the
emotions induced by the treatment, and hence had high agency.

The agency ascribed to the emotion source and contact
partners might shape emotion interpretations during contact
(Graf et al., 2014; Paolini and McIntyre, 2019). Drawing from
contemporary emotion appraisal theory and emotion research
(Ellsworth and Scherer, 2003; Scherer and Moors, 2019), we
imagine different processes unfolding in situations of diffuse
(low) vs. pointed (high) agency. These broad expectations for
the downstream consequences of subjective agency in contact are
summarized in Figure 3.

Diffuse or low agency situations (see top half of Figure 3)
are those in which the emotion source is subjectively difficult
to identify or isolate: The emotion source lacks intentionality,
and the contact partners are improbable causes due to their low

perceived agency. Under such conditions, people actively search
for an explanation for their emotions and struggle to find one.
One result of this search may be an unconscious misattribution
of the emotions to the outgroup member: if I don’t know
why I’m angry, perhaps it’s because of the outgroup member.
These misattributions can extend to perceptions of the entire
outgroup viamember-to-group generalizations commonly found
in the contact literature (e.g., Fuochi et al., 2020). Such scenarios
of diffuse agency echo the expansive literature on frustration
aggression and scapegoating (Dollard et al., 1939; Anderson et al.,
2000), as well as research on diffuse, nonsocial emotion sources
such hormones or weather (Schwarz and Clore, 1983; Macrae
et al., 2002).

Pointed of high agency situations, on the other hand (see
bottom half of Figure 3), are those in which the emotion source
is clearly identified, and the contact partners are perceived as
agentic. In such settings, a clear explanation for the individual’s
emotion is present (e.g., when a fellow ingroup member is
the identified cause of the emotions). Contemporary emotion
research tells us that under these conditions, the search for an
explanation for one’s emotions stops, and incidental emotion
effects that are unintentional, uncontrolled and impersonal in
nature ensue (Leyens et al., 1992; Forgas, 1994; Ranganath
and Nosek, 2008). These effects might take the form of the
previously discussed, non-partner-centered heuristic-processing-
driven pattern of higher bias with positive emotions. Or they
might be valence-congruent effects reflecting memory priming
(Bower, 1991) or active stereotypes (Dasgupta et al., 2009). When
the outgroup member is the identified cause of such emotion
and the participant attributes responsibility for their emotions to
their (agentic) contact partners, intergroup processes of outgroup
member-to-group generalization will be at their strongest, as the
outgroup member is “held directly responsible” for the emotions
(whether positive or negative; Graf et al., 2014).
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To explore these ideas, Experiment 2 systematically
manipulates the agency of the emotion source (low/high)
and assesses variations in the agency of the contact partners
(low/high). In so doing, this study orthogonally varies parameters
that we expect to drive subjective experience of agency in contact
settings and associated emotion appraisals (see Figure 3’s left-
hand side); it teases apart features of the emotion experience
that in Experiment 1 overlapped with our emotion source
manipulation thus helping us delve into implicated processes.

To directly check the effects of emotion source independently
of agency, our enriched design features an ingroup member
as an emotion source incidental to the outgroup who is just
as agentic as the outgroup member used to operationalize the
integral emotion source, meaning differences between these
two conditions can only be a function of source (not agency).
Therefore, some participants’ emotions stemmed from an
(agentic) outgroup member (integral/outgroup condition) while
other participants’ emotions came from an (equally agentic)
ingroup member (incidental/ingroup condition).

To directly check the effects of emotion source agency per se,
we included in our design also a non-agentic incidental source
condition—for these participants, emotions stemmed from
environmental background music (incidental/music condition).
Having both an incidental/ingroup and an incidental/music
condition thus clarifies whether the agentic vs. non-agentic,
as well as the social vs. non-social nature of incidental
sources matter.

Finally, to gage natural variation in perceptions of
contact partners’ agency and directly check the effects of
this factor on the emotion-prejudice link, we gathered
overall perceptions of the contact partners’ ability to make
autonomous decisions. We aimed for this measure to
capture participants’ general willingness to grant others
responsibility over their contact experience and emotions
during contact.

Several of the mediators contemplated in Figure 3 (see
figure’s right hand) were also included. Experiment 2 thus tested
concepts of subjective agency (causation/determination) that
have received some attention in emotion and attribution research
(Ellsworth and Scherer, 2003; Moors et al., 2013) but are novel in
contact research. We examine whether subjective agency shapes
the emotion-prejudice link during interethnic contact.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 furthered our understanding of emotion-prejudice
effects, ascertaining the internal validity of past emotion findings
as displayed in Figure 1, and isolating possible mechanisms
(moderators/mediators) of these effects in interethnic contact
settings. With an extended design and again a single emotion
induction method, this time we tested both our predictions,
that (1) incidental/integral-non-applicable emotions would have
opposite (valence-incongruent/congruent) effects on interethnic
bias (Prediction 1), and that (2) incidental/integral-applicable
emotions would have similar (valence-congruent) effects on bias
(Prediction 2). We achieved this by orthogonally manipulating

emotion and emotion source within an imagined contact
paradigm (Husnu and Crisp, 2010), which could better handle
the large fully-powered between-subjects design we needed, and
which afforded plenty of variability in subjective agency. Growing
evidence suggests that imagined contact produces effects, and
harnessesmechanisms that parallel real intergroup contact (Miles
and Crisp, 2014). We return to the ecological validity of these
methods in the general discussion.

White male Americans visualized interacting with two
unfamiliar individuals: another White American (ingroup
member) and anArab American (outgroupmember), introduced
exclusively via two photographs and typical European/Arab
names. Based on condition, participants imagined feeling
happy (positive/non-applicable emotion), sad (negative/non-
applicable emotion), or angry (negative/applicable emotion) as
a result of either music played in the background (non-agentic
incidental/music source) or as a result of what was said or done
by either the White contact partner (agentic incidental/ingroup
source) or the Arab contact partner (agentic integral/outgroup
source). An appended control group was also included who
engaged in a filler visualization task, thus providing a baseline.
All participants reported on their anti-Arab bias following
their treatments.

We expected a significant two-way emotion by emotion
source interaction to emerge on interethnic bias. Finding
divergent effects on bias of happy/sad incidental vs. happy/sad
integral participants would replicate Experiment 1’s results and
confirm Prediction 1. Finding convergent effects on bias of
angry/incidental and angry/integral participants would provide
novel evidence for Prediction 2.

Based on the discussion of agency above, we explored the
possibility of a higher-order interaction driven by variations
in source and contact partner agency. Hence, we included an
exploratory measure of contact partners’ perceived agency as an
additional between-subjects factor in the analyses, and predicted
a significant emotion by emotion source by partner agency
interaction on interethnic bias.

Moreover, we broadened and refined our tests of mediators
(cf. Supplementary Material for Experiment 1 and Footnote
1): We introduced measures of bias/dislike of the Arab
American contact partner (and for completeness of the
White American contact partner and the ingroup) to test
for member-to-group generalization. We also used new, more
direct indices of stereotype activation and non-partner-centered
heuristic processing. We expected outgroup member-to-group
generalization to mediate incidental emotion effects on bias
in the non-agentic incidental/music condition under low
contact partner agency (i.e., the most diffuse agency end;
Figure 3 top). However, we expected stereotype activation
and heuristic processing to mediate incidental emotion effects
on bias in the agentic incidental/ingroup condition under
high partners agency (i.e., the most pointed agency end;
Figure 3 bottom). If corroborated, these moderation effects and
conditional mediational findings would confirm that subjective
agency during contact affects whether and how emotions are
used in these settings to infer feelings toward the outgroup
(Graf et al., 2014).
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METHOD

Participants and Design
Self-identified US-born, native English-speaking male adults of
Caucasian background (N = 492; 26.4% 18–25 years; 54.5% 26–
35 years, 19.1% 36–45 years) were recruited on Amazon’s MTurk
crowdsourcing platform with a monetary incentive (US$2 plus
$0.06 for the eligibility screening). They consented to their data
inclusion after full written debriefing. Using G∗Power 3.1 (Faul
et al., 2007), we determined that Experiment 2 had power of
0.80 to detect effect sizes of η

2
= 0.02, which is considerably

smaller than typical effects in the field of psychology (Cafri
et al., 2010) and smaller than the typical imagined contact effect
reported in a meta-analysis (Miles and Crisp, 2014); hence,
this experiment was adequately powered. The study used a
3 (emotion: happy-non-applicable, sad-non-applicable, angry-
applicable) × 3 (source: incidental/music, incidental/ingroup,
integral/outgroup) fully factorial between-subjects design with
an appended no-visualization control. Participants were assigned
randomly to conditions (n= 44-62 per condition).

Procedure
Visualization Scenarios
A “visualization study” was made available online to prospective
participants who indicated on a demographic filter that they were
male, 18-45 years old, English-native speakers, White, and US-
born. We focused on males because some literature suggests that
intergroup competition in interethnic settings is primarily a male
affair (McDonald et al., 2012; Vandello and Bosson, 2013).

Those randomly assigned to an experimental condition
were presented with two photographs: one of a Caucasian-
looking man, allegedly called “Matthew,” and one of an Arab-
looking man, “Haashim” (for name sourcing, see Park et al.,
2007), randomly drawn from three White-Arab photograph
pairs to minimize stimuli sampling biases (Judd et al., 2012).
The provision of an ingroup and an outgroup target ensured
that the intergroup categorization was equally salient across
experimental conditions (Brown and Hewstone, 2005) and
provided a common basis for the intergroup visualization.
Participants were asked to imagine attending a friend’s party,
where they approached the two unfamiliar men talking to
each other. Depending on condition, participants visualized
feeling either happy, sad, or angry (emotion manipulation) as
a result of music playing in the background (incidental/music
source) or something that Matthew (incidental/ingroup source)
or Haashim (integral/outgroup source) did or said. Participants
freely described the content of their visualization in response to
two open-ended questions prompting elaboration (Husnu and
Crisp, 2010). Control participants visualized walking through an
outdoor scene of their choice (seeMiles and Crisp, 2014) and also
freely described the content of their visualization.

Manipulation and Attention Checks
To check the effectiveness of the emotion manipulation,
participants indicated the degree to which they felt happy, sad
and angry among other emotions (Tamir and Robinson, 2004; 1
= not at all, 9= extremely). To check engagement, we included a

general attention check (Paolacci et al., 2010), ethnicity checks for
the characters in the story (with multiple options, valid answers
= White/Arab for Matthew/Haashim, respectively); an emotion
check on which respondents recalled the emotion they had been
asked to focus on during the imaginary interaction, and a check
on recall for the source of that emotion. Eighty-five per cent of
the participants (N = 492 of 582) passed all the attention checks
and were retained for the analyses.

Key Measures
To disguise our aims and avert anchoring effects, key measures
were embedded among fillers. Bias toward the outgroup contact
partner (Haashim), the outgroup as a whole (Arabs), the ingroup
contact partner (Matthew), and the ingroup as a whole (Whites)
were assessed using feeling thermometers (Haddock et al., 1993;
see Experiment 1: 0◦ = Very cold/unfavorable, 100◦ = Very
warm/favorable with 10◦ increments). We reverse scored these
indices, so that high values reflected more bias (dislike of contact
partners/groups). To explore perceived agency of the contact
partners, participants indicated the extent to which “active”
and “makes decisions easily” described Haashim and Matthew
(derived from Alkire, 2005; see also “activity” and “potency” in
Osgood et al., 1957; 1 = not at all, 9 = very much; 4 items, alpha
= 0.79). Our manipulations did not affect this contact partner
agency index, consistent with its planned moderating role, all ps
> 0.32. We prepared this index to be our third between-subject
factor (low vs. high contact partner agency;Mdn = 5.75 on a 1-9
scale)5.

Heuristic processing was measured with three items.
Participants indicated the extent to which “during the
visualization. . . . [they] didn’t spend much time thinking
about what [they were] asked to do”; “they stopped and thought
carefully about the task” (R) and “thought about each person
carefully (i.e., Matthew and Haashim)” (R; 0= not at all, 9—very
much). A reliable heuristic index was computed (Cronbach’s
alpha = 0.73); high values indicated more non-partner-centered
heuristic processing.

We used an Implicit Association Test (or IAT) modeled on
Greenwald et al. (2003) to assess implicit stereotype activation of
the Arab-barbaric and White-greedy stereotypes (Oswald, 2005;
Conley et al., 2010). In the critical blocks, participants sorted
“as fast and as accurately as possible” individual barbaric and
greedy words (e.g., fundamentalist, brutal vs. selfish, privileged)
between compatible (i.e., Arab-White) and incompatible (i.e.,
White-Arab) categories. To control for evaluative responding
(Amodio and Devine, 2006), all target words were negative;
the compatible-incompatible blocks were counterbalanced across
participants. Implicit stereotype activation was indexed in terms
of relative differences in latencies between sorting compatible
vs. incompatible word pairings following Greenwald et al.’s
screening method. Positive D-indices indicated faster responses
for White-greedy and Arab-barbaric pairings, relative to

5For simplicity of reporting we include results for canonical factorial

ANOVAs. Results were unchanged with hierarchical regression ANOVA

using dummy coding for the experimental factors and target agency entered as a

continuous variable.
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White-barbaric and Arab-greedy pairings, thus signaling implicit
activation of both groups’ stereotypes. Control participants did
not rate the contact partners, but provided only group-level bias
measures to allow us to establish where bias exacerbation vs.
attenuation occurred as a result of the manipulations.

The implicit measure of stereotype activation confirmed
that overall participants endorsed the in/outgroup stereotypes
(Arabs-barbaric; White-greedy), D-index M = 0.41, SD = 0.38,
one-sample t(491) = 23.72, p < 0.001. Moreover, experimental
participants reported a significantly higher D-Index, M = 0.43,
SD = 0.37, than the control participants, M = 0.28, SD = 0.38;
F(1, 473) = 7.05, p = 0.008, η

2
p = 0.015, confirming that the

intergroup visualization had boosted stereotype activation. All
participants were debriefed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Emotion Checks
We checked the effectiveness of our emotion manipulations
with 3 (emotion: happy/sad/angry) × 3 (emotion source:
music/ingroup/outgroup) between-subjects ANOVAs on self-
reported happiness, sadness and anger. As expected, we found
only a significant main effect of emotion on self-reported
happiness, F(2, 421) = 26.36, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.111, and sadness,

F(2, 421) = 43.82, p < 0.001, η2p= 0.172, all other effects ps > 0.05.
Those who visualized feeling happy reported more happiness (M
= 6.02, SD = 2.09) than those who visualized feeling sad (M =

4.26, SD= 2.15) or angry (M = 4.75, SD= 2.14), both ps < 0.001
(sad-angry difference ns). Participants who visualized feeling sad
reported more sadness (M = 4.03, SD = 2.54), than those who
visualized feeling angry (M = 2.68, SD = 2.02) or happy (M =

1.80, SD= 1.44); the angry-happy difference was also significant,
all ps < 0.001. Hence, the happy and sad manipulations elicited
the desired emotions and their reporting was unaffected by
emotion source.

Self-reported anger was relatively low on a 0-9 scale and
affected by the manipulations in more complex ways, confirming
the psychological significance of anger in interethnic settings
(see Figure 4). A main effect of emotion (angry, M = 2.77,
SD = 2.08; sad, M = 2.59, SD = 2.11, happy, M = 1.53,
SD = 1.27, F(2, 421) = 19.17, p < 0.001, η

2
p = 0.083) was

qualified by a significant emotion by emotion source interaction,
F(4, 421) = 4.47, p < 0.005, η

2
p = 0.041. The effect of

the emotion manipulation was largest and straightforward in
the integral/outgroup source condition, F(2, 140) = 21.432, p
< 0.001, η

2
p = 0.234 vs. incidental/music, F(2, 149) = 3.58,

p < 0.05, η
2
p = 0.046; incidental/ingroup, F(2, 132) = 3.69,

p < 0.05, η
2
p = 0.053. Among integral/outgroup participants,

self-reported anger was highest among those who visualized
feeling angry (M = 3.68, SD = 2.26), followed by those who
visualized feeling sad (M = 2.50, SD = 2.16), and lastly
those who visualized feeling happy (M = 1.22, SD = 0.47),
all ps < 0.005. In the two incidental conditions manipulated
anger and sadness both led to higher levels of self-reported
anger, relative to manipulated happiness (sad-anger comparisons
both ns; happy-sad comparisons both significant; happy-angry

FIGURE 4 | Emotion manipulation checks for Experiment 2 on self-reported

anger, as a function of manipulated emotion and emotion source (see main

text for simpler patterns detected on self-reported happiness and sadness;

N = 492 White Male Americans).

comparisons significant only in the incidental/music condition).
This psychological confusion between sadness and anger in the
incidental emotion settings but not in the integral emotion
settings was unexpected. It might reflect a greater readiness
to associate negativity to anger in interethnic contact due to
anger’s higher applicability, over other emotions, to interethnic
competitive settings (Cottrell and Neuberg, 2005; Dasgupta
et al., 2009). From this standpoint, one could expect valence
congruent effects of negative incidental applicable emotions to
possibly extend to negative non-applicable emotions when this
type of confusion arises. Such confusion did not occur in the
integral/outgroup condition, presumably because in that context
the attributional frame concerning the outgroup member had
been fixed (“they made us sad”); feeling anger associated with
someone who made us sad is psychologically challenging given
the inconsistent profiles of those two emotions (e.g., in terms of
approach and avoidance tendencies). On the other hand, feeling
anger associated with the outgroupmember when another source
has caused our sadness might be less psychologically challenging
to reconcile.

Overall, participants displayed greater precision in
attributions of anger in the integral/outgroup condition,
and undifferentiated anger responses to both negative
applicable and non-applicable manipulated emotions in the
two incidental conditions.

Emotion Effects on Interethnic Bias and
Mediators
A 3 (emotion: happy/sad/angry) × 3 (source:
music/ingroup/outgroup) × 2 (contact partner agency:
low/high) between-subjects factorial ANOVA was performed on
the (group-level) outgroup bias index. As predicted, we detected
a significant emotion by source interaction, F(4, 412) = 5.50, p =

0.001, η2p = 0.051, qualified by a higher-order emotion × source

× partner agency interaction, F(4, 412) = 3.00, p = 0.018, η
2
p =
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FIGURE 5 | Anti-Arab bias as a function of perceived contact partners’ agency, emotion source, and emotion (Experiment 2; N = 492 White male Americans

engaged in elaborate intergroup imagery with another White American and an Arab American). Error bars represent standard errors and horizontal line bias by baseline

control participants not engaging in the intergroup imagery. Significant effects of manipulated emotion are circled and significant mediational results for these effects

summarized in associated word balloons.
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0.028; this three-way interaction is displayed in Figure 5. We
decomposed this interaction testing the effect of the emotion
factor at the varied source and partner agency combinations.

For significant emotion effects at specific source and
partner agency combinations, we then tested whether our four
mediators—dislike of Haashim, dislike of Matthew, stereotype
activation, and non-partner-centered heuristic processing—
explained these effects. For this, we used Hayes’ (2017) PROCESS
Model 4 (v2.15), which allows for testing individual and
simultaneous bootstrapped mediators with a dummy-coded
multi-categorical independent variable. Hence, we entered (1)
the emotion factor as independent variable (dummy coded to
contrast its three levels: happy, sad, angry); (2) the four mediators
in parallel, and (3) ethnic outgroup bias as dependent variable.
We did this separately for participants in the three source-agency
condition combinations returning significant emotion effects.
Figure 5’s balloons summarize significant mediational results
which are described in full below; the mediational results were
unchanged when mediators were entered individually.

Emotion Effects for Those Perceiving Low Partner

Agency
Among participants who perceived low agency in the visualized
contact partners, the only significant effect of manipulated
emotion was in the incidental/music source condition, F(2, 87) =
3.48, p = 0.035, η

2
p = 0.076; all other ps > 0.245. This effect

(see far left bars in Figure 5’s top panel) reflected anti-Arab bias
being higher in the music-angry (M = 55.56, SD = 17.83) than
music-happy condition (M = 43.33, SD = 19.10), p = 0.012,
and being marginally higher in the music-angry than music-sad
condition (M = 47.50, SD = 15.57), p = 0.066. The interethnic
bias displayed by the music-angry participants was significantly
higher than the bias expressed by baseline control participants
(see Figure 5’s horizontal line), p= 0.010.

This pattern replicates Dasgupta and DeSteno’s results of
exacerbated intergroup bias under negative incidental-applicable
(vs. non-applicable) emotions. However, it also introduces a
novel boundary condition: the effect in our data is conditional
to the interethnic contact setting having most diffuse subjective
agency—the incidental-music/low partner agency condition,
which combines a non-agentic diffuse emotion source with non-
agentic contact partners. The Dasgupta-DeSteno effect did not
materialize under more pointed agency conditions—i.e., with an
agentic incidental source and/or agentic contact partners.

Mediational analysis revealed that this valence-congruent
effect under most diffuse subjective agency was significantly
mediated by dislike of Haashim, but not the other simultaneous
mediators (dislike of Matthew, implicit stereotype activation,
and non-partner-centered heuristic processing). Specifically, the
difference in interethnic bias detected between the music/angry
and music/sad conditions, and the difference between the
music/angry and the music/happy conditions were statistically
explained by increased dislike of Haashim, b = 6.68, 95% CI
[0.36, 15.63]; b= 8.01, 95%CI [0.92, 18.57], respectively. As these
effects emerged in a simultaneous mediation model, they reflect
the unique explanatory power of outgroup member-to-group

generalization, controlling for the other mediators (including
stereotype activation).

Hence, among those who perceived the contact partners
as non-agentic, anger induced by irritating background music
caused increased anti-Arab bias (a la DeSteno and Dasgupta),
relative to music-induced happiness or sadness, because music-
induced anger caused increased dislike of Haashim and this
increased dislike generalized to the outgroup as a whole. These
mediational findings are consistent with our expectations for
mediators under diffuse subjective agency illustrated in Figure 3.

Thus, against a background of diffuse agency (i.e., a non-
agentic emotion source and non-agentic contact partners),
negative incidental-applicable emotions behaved like negative
integral emotions causing valence-congruent effects on
interethnic bias, through misattribution of emotions to the
outgroup (but not ingroup) contact partner, which in turn led to
a significant exacerbation of outgroup-level prejudice.

Emotion Effects for Those Perceiving High Partner

Agency
Among participants who perceived higher agency in the
visualized contact partners, the effect of manipulated emotion
was significant in the incidental/ingroup, F(2, 54) = 4.26, p =

0.019, η
2
p = 0.136, and the integral/outgroup conditions, F(1, 57)

= 5.92, p = 0.005, η
2
p = 0.172, but not in the incidental/music

condition, p= 0.127.
The effect of manipulated emotion detected in the high

agency/incidental ingroup condition (see central bars in
Figure 5’s bottom panel) reflected higher anti-Arab bias among
happy-ingroup (M = 52.94, SD = 17.59), than sad-ingroup (M
= 37.92, SD = 17.44), p = 0.012, or angry-ingroup participants
(M = 36.88, SD = 20.24), p = 0.015; the sad-ingroup and angry-
ingroup conditions did not differ, p= 0.861. Bias in the ingroup-
happy condition was also marginally higher than in the baseline
control condition, p= 0.075.

This valence-incongruent effect replicates the happy-sad
incidental pattern we detected in Experiment 1 and the
counterintuitive biasing effects of incidental-non-applicable
emotions documented in early mood research. Once again,
however these results convey a more nuanced message.
The counterintuitive valence-incongruent pattern materialized
exclusively in an interethnic contact setting with very pointed
subjective agency—i.e., combining the agentic ingroup source
with agentic contact partners. It did not appear in settings with
more diffuse agency (i.e., non-agentic sources and/or non-agentic
contact partners).

Mediational analyses found the implication of heuristic
processing in these incidental-non-applicable emotions’ biasing
effects. The difference in anti-Arab bias detected between
happy-ingroup and angry-ingroup participants was statistically
explained by heuristic processing beingmore pronounced among
happy-ingroup participants, b= 3.37, 95% CI [0.01, 11.21], while
controlling for the other three mediators. No other difference in
bias was explained by heuristic processing or other mediators.

Hence, among those who saw high agency in Haashim and
Matthew, those who imagined feeling happy (compared to
feeling angry) due to what the ingroup contact partner did or
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said reported more bias toward Arabs in general because these
individuals had paid less attention to the contact partners and the
task at hand. Therefore, in line with mediational expectations in
Figure 3 under pointed subjective agency, incidental happiness
triggered by a social, ingroup contact partner exacerbated
interethnic bias (i.e., a valence incongruent effect) by engaging
heuristic processing. The null mediational findings for dislike of
Matthew (and similarly for bias against the ingroup) indicate that
this emotion effect was not intergroup in nature.

The effect of manipulated emotion in the integral-
outgroup/high partner agency condition (far right bars of
Figure 5’s bottom panel) reflected higher anti-Arab bias in the
angry-outgroup (M = 52.94, SD = 17.59) and sad-outgroup
conditions (M = 37.92, SD= 17.44), than in the happy-outgroup
condition (M = 36.88, SD= 20.24), both ps< 0.02. Although the
sad-outgroup and angry-outgroup conditions did not differ, p =
0.430, of these two conditions only the angry-outgroup condition
significantly differed from the baseline control condition, p =

0.044. There was also a weak tendency for the happy-outgroup
condition to differ from baseline control, p = 0.11, but in the
direction of bias attenuation.

These effects replicate the integral condition effect in
Experiment 1, and parallel the valence-congruent effects of
integral feelings and emotions documented in the intergroup
contact literature. Once again, however, these predicted effects
come with some novel boundary conditions: In continuity
with Graf et al.’s 2014 moderation findings, the effects
of integral emotions on interethnic bias (applicable and
non-applicable/positive and negative) were circumscribed
to interethnic settings with pointed subjective agency
(here combining an agentic emotion source with agentic
contact partners).

Dislike of the outgroup contact partner Haashim mediated
these effects, while controlling for the other mediators.
Among those who perceived Haashim and Matthew as highly
agentic, differences in interethnic bias between integral/anger,
integral/sadness, and integral/happiness were statistically
explained by parallel differences in dislike of Haashim; angry-
sad, b = 15.72, 95% CI [6.26, 31.21]; angry-happy, b = 35.26,
95% CI [20.45, 54.58]; sad-happy, b = 19.54, 95% CI [10.70,
33.37]. Hence, anger and sadness attributed to what Haashim
did or said caused more anti-Arab bias (relative to integral
happiness) among those participants because these integrally
induced negative emotions made them dislike Haashim and this
increased bias generalized to the outgroup as a whole.

These effects and mediational results are consistent with
past intergroup contact research. They confirm the centrality
of member-to-group generalizations in these effects (Brown
and Hewstone, 2005), especially under conditions in which the
contact partners are seen to be agentic in shaping the contact
experience for the participants (see also Graf et al., 2014).

Overall, our use of an unconfounded emotion induction
method and our careful demarcation of differences in emotion
sources’ and contact partners’ agency paid off when identifying
boundary conditions and psychological underpinnings for
distinguishable emotion effects on interethnic bias. Consistent
with Prediction 1, incidental/non-applicable-happiness and

incidental/non-applicable-sadness had opposite effects on bias
compared to their integral/non-applicable counterparts, but
only when the incidental source of emotion was an agentic,
social source (the ingroup contact partner) and the contact
partners were experienced as being highly agentic. These
opposing effects of incidental and integral non-applicable
emotions were driven (mediated) by distinct psychological
processes: non-partner heuristic processing and member-to-
group generalization, respectively.

Consistent with Prediction 2, incidental/applicable-anger and
integral/applicable-anger were found to have similar valence-
congruent effects and both exacerbated interethnic bias, relative
to baseline control (as well as their happy counterpart). However,
these effects presented at diametrically opposite ends of the
subjective agency space. The effect of incidental/applicable anger
on bias happened at the most diffuse agency end, combining
a non-agentic environmental source (music) with non-agentic
contact partners. In contrast, the effect of integral/applicable
anger happened at the most pointed end with an agentic
social source (the outgroup contact partner) and agentic contact
partners. Yet their psychological underpinnings were the same:
Both incidental/applicable-anger and integral/applicable-anger
exacerbated anti-Arab bias by instigating the process of member-
to-group generalization. This process involved a misattribution
of emotions among incidental/applicable-anger participants, as
for these participants there was no legitimate reason for music-
induced emotions to instigate bias.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

“. . . there are reasons to predict either that the effects of integral

and incidental positive affect will differ or that they will not.

The empirical resolution of this issue obviously has important

implications for whether positive affect arising from intergroup

interactions is a help or a hindrance to stereotype change. . . there

are currently no direct comparisons of the impact of incidental and

integral affect” (Mackie et al., 1996, pp. 390-391).

This research set out to deepen understanding of when and
how emotions experienced during intergroup contact influence
how people feel toward stigmatized outgroups. We sought to
return a theory-driven classification of emotions, and clarify
which emotions cause bias attenuation and which cause bias
exacerbation, thus addressing conceptual and empirical gaps
in the intergroup contact literature (Hayward et al., 2017;
Kauff et al., 2017). Our research returns a picture of rather
nuanced effects.

Surpassing earlier attempts (Wilder and Shapiro, 1989a,b;
Echebarria and Fernandez, 2004), we compared incidental and
integral emotions experimentally in single designs. We also
contrasted negative emotions applicable and non-applicable
to the outgroup in Experiment 2. Importantly, we used the
same set of materials and tasks across experimental conditions
so that we could identify genuine differences and similarities
in emotion-prejudice effects, independent of methodological
artifacts (Bodenhausen, 1993; Mackie et al., 1996; Wilder and
Simon, 1996).
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We believe our work is the first to provide the clear
comparisons of incidental/integral emotions’ influence on
intergroup bias that Mackie et al. (1996) were calling for. This
work also advances a nuanced, integrative understanding of
emotions’ effects in contact which considers two established
factors (emotion source and emotion applicability), and a
novel one (subjective agency). As a result, the outcomes
of emotion-focused contact interventions should be more
predictable in the future, although not necessarily easy
to design.

Evidence and Implications of Genuine
Incidental-Integral Differences and
Similarities
Integrating three distinct and otherwise disconnected lines of
research on the impact of either incidental or integral emotions
in a unitary framework (see Figure 1) led us to advance,
experimentally test, and find corroborative (althoughmoderated)
evidence for two novel, broad predictions for emotion-prejudice
effects during interethnic contact. Across two experiments,
we demonstrated that incidental-non-applicable and integral-
non-applicable happiness and sadness caused opposite effects
on interethnic bias (valence-incongruent vs. valence-congruent
effects, respectively) in line with Prediction 1 and past mood
and contact research. These effects occurred under conditions
of high subjective agency and via distinct mechanisms (non-
partner-centered heuristic processing vs. outgroup member-to-
group generalization, respectively).

In Experiment 2, we demonstrated that incidental-applicable
and integral-applicable anger caused similar valence-congruent
effects, and both exacerbated interethnic bias, in line with
Prediction 2 as well as past intergroup contact research and work
by DeSteno et al. (2004) and Dasgupta et al. (2009). This only
occurred under conditions of low subjective agency and via a
shared mechanism (outgroup member-to-group generalization).

Our experimental findings therefore allow us to conclude
with some assurance that incidental-applicable and integral-
applicable emotions produce valence-congruent emotion effects
on intergroup bias, whereas incidental-non-applicable emotions
produce valence-incongruent effects, at least under some
agency conditions.

Because of our use of single designs in meaningful interethnic
contact settings with internal and ecological validity, this work
gives us confidence that these incidental-integral differences
and similarities—unlike past ones (Wilder and Shapiro, 1989a,b;
Echebarria and Fernandez, 2004), and inferred ones (Figure 1)—
are genuine and ecologically valid.We recognize that Experiment
2’s imagined contact procedure does not fare as well in
terms of ecological validity as Experiment 1’s use of in vivo,
face-to-face contact; yet, we feel it still does comparatively
well-relative to early and more recent incidental emotion
research. Our findings add significant parsimony to our
theoretical understanding of emotion-prejudice effects and their
mechanisms in intergroup contact.We reduce emotion-prejudice
effects down to two distinguishable effects: (1) valence-congruent
effects for emotions that are integral or applicable to the outgroup

and (2) valence-incongruent patterns for emotions that are
incidental-non-applicable, and explain them in terms of two
qualitatively distinct mechanisms—outgroup member-to-group
generalizations and non-partner-centered heuristic processing.
Our mediational tests of mechanisms of the emotion-prejudice
link relied on measured mediators; future research should
provide experimental manipulations of these processes for more
stringent conclusions about their causal implication (Spencer
et al., 2005).

Our results provide direct, experimental and mediational
evidence for DeSteno and Dasgupta’s original idea that
incidental-applicable emotions (e.g., incidental-anger in
interethnic settings) are functionally equivalent and not
psychologically distinguishable from their integral counterpart
(Wilder and Shapiro, 1989b). Hence, whether Whites’ anger
during interethnic interactions comes from anger-inducing
music in the background or from an obnoxious ethnic contact
partner does not seem to matter; irrespective of its source, anger
exacerbates interethnic bias.

DeSteno and Dasgupta expected these effects to be mediated
by outgroup stereotypes and behaviors. We tested these
mediational hypotheses in both experiments, once using
a non-obtrusive open-ended measure (Experiment 1; see
Supplementary Material) and once using a computerized
implicit IAT-type measure (Experiment 2), but found no
corroboration for their putative mechanism. Instead, in
Experiment 2 we found that the isomorphic biasing effects of
incidental-applicable and integral-applicable anger on outgroup
bias were statistically mediated by increases in bias against the
outgroup contact partner. This mechanism could not emerge
in DeSteno and Dasgupta’ s original research because, unlike
our experiments, their research did not use an intergroup
contact paradigm.

DeSteno and Dasgupta’s research on emotion applicability
focused on negative incidental emotions, but their “applicability’
principle may extend to integral emotions. An interaction
with an anger-inducing ethnic partner may exacerbate
Whites’ interethnic bias more than an interaction with a
sad-inducing ethnic partner, because the former is more
applicable to the outgroup. Experiment 2 tested for moderation
by emotion applicability with negative integral emotions but
returned inconclusive results: Integral/applicable-anger, but
not integral/non-applicable-sadness, exacerbated bias relative
to baseline control (under high partners’ agency); however, we
found no significant difference in bias between integral-angry
and integral-sad participants.

There are reasons to believe that moderation by emotion
applicability with positive emotions might be hard to achieve.
Growing evidence indicates that positive emotions (and words
to express them) are more frequent and significantly less
differentiated than negative emotions (Bartholow et al., 2001;
Rozin and Royzman, 2001). They are more often experienced as
default, basic states associated with stability (Rozin and Royzman,
2001; see also Baumeister et al., 2001). As a result, positive
emotions might be less amenable than negative emotions to
nuanced appraisals (Ellsworth and Scherer, 2003), but this should
be established directly.
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Our theoretical analysis, paired with fresh unconfounded
tests and mediational evidence, suggest singling out incidental-
non-applicable emotions as emotions that distinctively cause
valence incongruent effects on intergroup bias via their effects
on depth of processing (although our mediation test in Expt.
1 was null, but we attribute that to measure insensitivity).
We thus offer closure to historically troubling observations
about the impact of incidental emotions: Mood researchers have
puzzled over the paradoxical implications of valence-incongruent
effects for intergroup relations and bias reduction interventions
(Bodenhausen et al., 1994a; Wilder and Simon, 1996). We now
confidently classify incidental happiness and sadness as emotions
non-applicable to ethnic outgroups and to competitive intergroup
relations. Similarly, scholars have lamented complexities in the
effects of different negative incidental emotions (e.g., incidental
sadness and anger; Bodenhausen et al., 1994b; Mackie et al.,
1996), that now we know (at least partly) reflect meaningful
differences in emotion applicability to interethnic outgroups.

From this clearer classificatory platform for emotions in
contact, it becomes easier to predict the outcomes of emotion-
driven contact experiences. More precise (but not necessarily
practical) designing of emotion-based contact interventions
should also be possible. Drawing from our findings, one should
be able to better capitalize on the benefits of incidental and
integral emotions, while minimizing their respective pitfalls.
Interventions aimed at reducing interethnic bias should strive
to combine integral happiness with incidental sadness (e.g.,
having ethnic outgroup members provide help to individuals
who are in a personal crisis?). Tests of such integral-plus-
incidental emotions scenarios would clarify the extent to which
joint integral-incidental effects follow a simple additive pattern
or less obvious multiplicative patterns. For example, negative
incidental- non-applicable emotions, like sadness under high
partner agency, might boost benign (vs. pernicious) intergroup
judgments because, in addition to their direct effects on
intergroup judgments, they serve as an affective standard
against which integral emotions can be contrasted. Hence,
help from an outgroup member might feel sweeter (and result
in more bias attenuation) when one is in a sad mood. Of
course, integral-plus-incidental combinations might also work
in reverse, with multiplicative negative effects. A combination
of integral anger and incidental happiness (e.g., being insulted
by an ethnic outgroup member at the time of an important
personal achievement) might sting more (and result in greater
bias exacerbation), due to the contrast between one’s mood and
the outgroup member’s actions. Research should examine these
non-immediately intuitive predictions (see also, Bodenhausen
et al., 2001; Lerner and Keltner, 2001) toward the identification of
pathways to bias reduction that are at the same time ecologically
sound, ethically appropriate, and politically/socially acceptable.

Subjective Agency Moderates
Emotion-Prejudice Effects and Their
Underpinnings
Experiment 2’s larger design showed that the valence-congruent
and valence-incongruent emotion effects in Predictions 1

and 2 are further complexified by variations in the agency
of emotion source and contact partners. Emotion induction
methods employing highly agentic social sources (e.g. others’
story-telling) and non-agentic non-social sources (e.g., weather,
hormones) have been used interchangeably or intertwined in
past incidental emotion research. Our research demonstrates that
agencymatters.

Happiness stemming from a social incidental source (the
other ingroup member in the contact situation) produced
bias exacerbation in the context of agentic contact partners.
But happiness generated by background music under the
same partner agency conditions did not. Anger induced by
music against a background of non-agentic contact partners
exacerbated bias. But anger stemming from the ingroup contact
partner under the same partner agency conditions did not.

Overall, we detected valence-incongruent effects of incidental
emotions under pointed agency, but valence congruent
effects of incidental emotions under diffuse agency. As
anticipated from emotion appraisal theory and attribution
theory (Figure 3), our mediational analyses confirmed that
emotion source agency and contact partner agency together
influenced the psychological underpinnings of these effects.
Valence-incongruent effects of incidental-non-applicable
emotions under pointed subjective agency were driven by
(non-partner-centered) heuristic processing. But valence-
congruent effects of incidental-applicable emotions under diffuse
subjective agency were driven by (partner-centered) outgroup
member-to-group generalizations.

The name given to agency appraisals varies between
theories (agency, Roseman, 1984; self-other intent, Frijda, 1986;
emotion cause/agent, Scherer, 1994; human agency, Smith and
Ellsworth, 1985; see Table 29.1 in Ellsworth and Scherer,
2003). Yet, emotion appraisal theories agree that the elicitation
and differentiation of emotions depends on people’s complex,
nuanced and dynamic evaluation of the emotion’s circumstances.
This includes evaluation of two elements.

First, people try to understand “what (or who) caused the
emotion”: its “causation’, “responsibility’ or “agent’ (in our
terminology, its source). This might be oneself, someone else,
or the environment. Second, for social or animate sources,
individuals are motivated to determine the “cause’ (e.g.,
intention, chance) of the emotion. What motive drove this
source to make me feel this way (Weiner, 1982; Ellsworth
and Scherer, 2003). Inferences about intention are typically
irrelevant for non-social sources (although people occasionally
engage with non-social sources as if they carried intentionality:
Wang, 2017).

Causal agency attributions have wide consequences because
they establish whether the emotion can be influenced or
controlled, has power, and is predictable. Hence, these
attributions shape appraisals of ability to cope with the
emotion—emotional self-efficacy (Scherer, 1994). Because self-
efficacy is intimately linked to fight and flight responses during
intergroup contact, as well as willingness to engage in more
contact (Trawalter et al., 2009), variations in subjective agency
during contact have the potential not only to affect intergroup
judgments as we showed in our research, but also to affect
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long-term intergroup behavioral trajectories for individuals
and communities.

Limitations and Future Research
Our research benefits from combining analyses of emotions
with meaningful experiences of interethnic contact. Yet we
recognize that the results of the in vivo Experiment 1 were
quite underpowered, although replicated in Experiment 2, and
that there is more work to do on ecological validity. Our
Experiment 2 (imagined interethnic contact), in particular,
provided a quite static view of emotions as one-off events
leading to relatively static and singular appraisals. Emotions
in real intergroup contact settings are more dynamic, and
appraisals might accumulate and evolve over time (Ellsworth and
Scherer, 2003, p. 574). Future research on emotion appraisals
should consider the complexities associated with these contact
dynamics (Kunda et al., 2002), perhaps using in vivo methods
like in Experiment 1 or exploiting the flexibility and time-
sensitivity afforded by experience sampling methodologies and
investigating different types of outgroups.

Our measurement of partner agency in Experiment 2 was also
quite rudimentary. It relied on only two items for each of the two
contact partners (“active,” “makes decisions easily”). Moreover,
while it captured perceptions of the ability of the contact partners
to act purposefully or following their will, none of the items
reflected the belief that the contact partners willingly caused
participants’ emotions. Future research on the role of agency in
intergroup contact should aim to include more psychometrically
robust indicators, which gage contact partners’ ability to act
autonomously and their perceived intentionality in inducing
target emotions.

Our focus in this paper has been on the outgroup. However,
Experiment 2’s outgroup-plus-ingroup visualization allowed us
to explore the impact of our emotion manipulations on bias
against the ingroup contact partner and the ingroup as a
whole. The results are suggestive. Our mediational analyses
demonstrated that variations in dislike of Matthew (and White
people) following manipulations did not explain outgroup bias;
hence, those effects can be legitimately regarded as outgroup-
driven effects. Although we cannot exclude the possibility that
this might be partly due to relatively weak intergroup appraisals
in Experiment 2’s rather rarified visualization paradigm; we know
that intergroup appraisals, often marked by elevated levels of
ingroup identification, characterize documented experiences of
intergroup emotions (Mackie et al., 2009).

In Experiment 2, there was also no evidence that participants
misattributed emotions stemming from background music or
the outgroup contact partner to the ingroup contact partner and
thus the ingroup. Bias against Matthew increased when Matthew
caused anger or sadness; but neither these changes nor other
factors in our study generalized to bias against the ingroup.

The data therefore suggest ingroup-outgroup asymmetries
in emotion-prejudice inferences during contact. People appear
more likely to rely on (and make attributional errors concerning)
the emotions they experience during contact when inferring
how they feel about the outgroup (vs. the ingroup). These
asymmetries might reflect differential familiarity and thus

schematic complexity of ingroup-outgroup representations,
individuals’ motivation to protect the ingroup (vs. the outgroup)
standing and associated self-esteem, or simply differences in the
group salience of outgroup vs. ingroup members. This is worth
future investigation.

Concluding Remarks
This research provides an internally valid and ecologically sound
analysis of the interplay between emotion source, emotion
applicability, and subjective agency in influencing intergroup
bias in interethnic contact experiences. It integrates traditionally
separate literatures, and provides an organic and nuanced
platform for predicting the effects of emotion-driven contact and
for designing bias-reduction strategies that capitalize on integral
and incidental emotions. The paradigms we develop combine the
strengths of basic incidental emotion research and intergroup
contact research while minimizing their respective constraints.
We show that incidental emotions that are applicable to the
outgroup and integral emotions work in concert. Both shape
intergroup bias in valence-congruent ways but at opposite ends
of the subjective agency spectrum. Incidental emotions that are
non-applicable to the outgroup instead produce oppositional,
valence-incongruent effects but only when subjective agency
is high.

Our research is the first to attend to agency and causation
appraisals as moderators of the emotion-prejudice link during
contact. In realistic intergroup contact settings, people have
multiple possible explanations for their complex and sometimes
ambiguous emotional experiences. In deciding whether to rely
on emotions to infer how they feel about the outgroup, people
consider both the emotion source’s and the contact partners’
ability to influence their experience. This is a significant
contribution to our understanding of emotions in contact
and we look forward to future research that further explores
emotion appraisals, attributional processes, and their impact on
intergroup dynamics during contact.
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